Commentary:

Who are the Christian sources that I listen to about the End Times?

By a soul

(March 26-27, 2020, Month Dedicated To Saint Joseph)

I, “a soul”, know that a lot of people follow my blog, MaryRefugeOfSouls, to learn about Catholic prophecy and to read my thoughts on the End Times in my commentaries. I am grateful to everyone that appreciates my work and writings. I pray for everyone that follows this blog; and truly, I thank everyone who especially prays for me. Because, simply put, this blog would not exist without your intercessory prayers.

And so, in this blog post, I want to share with you the Christian sources that I follow. In particular, during the past year, the Lord has led me to three men (non-Catholics) as a source of truth on the End Times. This is because I was seeking more information about the Battle of Armageddon but, unfortunately, the coming Great Tribulation, the antichrist, and the fate of the visible Catholic Church is not discussed much in Catholic circles. There is some discussion about the coming Great Warning (Illumination of Conscience) in certain Catholic audiences, but beyond this, no one really discusses what the future events might be happening on earth afterwards. And most Catholic prophecy (except for the Book of Truth given to 7th messenger, Maria Divine Mercy) does not reveal much about what will happen after the Warning takes place on earth. Even with the Book of Truth, Our Lord only focuses on the collapse of the visible Catholic Church with the coming reign of the antichrist along with the false prophet. Very little is actually spoken about what the antichrist and satan plan to enact on earth once they have the 42 months of power to terrorize everyone.

Why is this, you may ask? It is because God's people, most Catholics and many Christians, cannot handle NOW what is happening in the world—before the Great Tribulation (antichrist)—and so, they definitely cannot “stomach” what the antichrist and satan have planned during their rule of the world.

My beloved brothers and sisters, I have to be honest with you all. The more that I find out about the Battle of Armageddon and satan's plans, well, with each nugget of truth that I learn, the worse and worse I realize how truly evil satan is and how horrific the suffering of hell must be for those who end up there. With each nugget of truth that I learn, I ask the Lord, really, is it going to be that bad? And I plead with the Lord to be Merciful to all of us, because truly, what satan has planned, it is exactly what Sacred Scripture tells us—there would be no flesh left on earth without God and His grace.

It is so shocking to the core, when I put all the pieces together of satan's plans. Really, if people cannot handle what is happening now with the coronavirus pandemic, well, if
you review all the sources that the Lord has led me to during this past year, the realization of how evil satan is, will cause true fear in your heart if you do not have strong faith in the Lord. You will want to deny it all although the evidence will be presented to you in a clear and comprehensive manner.

And so, let me tell you about these three Christian sources that I have been examining this past year. To start, two of the Christian men do not believe in the Rapture, which many Christians have been lead to falsely believe. Although they are not Catholics, they have similar beliefs with Catholics in that the Faithful Remnant have to live through the entire Tribulation on earth—there is no “get out of jail card” (Rapture) for Christians. If there is any Rapture, it will be at the end when Our Lord, Jesus Christ, comes in His Second Coming, when the faithful will be “caught up” with Him in His arrival (just as the Catholic Church teaches). And regarding the third Christian source, I do not know what his beliefs are on the Rapture, but it is not important to know from the information that he presents.

The second thing that I want people to know about these three Christian men is that I have not researched the entire body of their work for the Lord. So, I am recommending only what I have been able to review this past year, which I think that Catholics can appreciate. I also want people to know that I do not agree with everything that these Christian men may say, but I believe that there is enough Truth in their work, that Catholics should consider them. Unfortunately, I do not have the time and resources to review everything that these very sincere Christians promote, so you have to use the gift of discernment that the Lord has given each of you.

The truth is, no one has perfect discernment—not me, not you, not anybody. I have learned many lessons from the Lord and one of the lessons is this, no one has perfect knowledge of events taking place now and in the future. Everyone has been given a part to play in the Divine Plan and each person has their bit of understanding and sphere of influence in the grand scheme of things. So, I offer these sources—although they may be imperfect, because we are all human—because much of what they have to offer is “on the mark” as to what the Lord wants His beloved people to know at this time. They may not believe in everything that we as faithful Catholics do, but the Lord is working through these Christian men to bring truths to the entire body of the Christian faithful. And so, what they have to offer should not be ignored, because they do speak truth about these End Times.

Finally, I want people to know that these Christian men are not aware/or do not believe in the Warning (Illumination of Conscience) or that the Lord is taking care of His beloved people in refuges (as the Catholics prophets say). But, that is because they view everything through their “Protestant” lens, so they do not consider Catholic prophecy to be the Word of God. So, that is something to consider as you discern these Christian
sources. Because the Lord has given all people the gift of free-will, He will not overstep this gift given to us, but that does not mean that He is not working through other Christians (non-Catholics). So, again, that is where your discernment comes in, as each of this men have a different Christian framework as to how they view the world, which the Lord has had to work through to impart His knowledge to them for His people. But, I truly believe that when the Great Warning happens, it will be the great “equalizer” for all Christians/Catholics and all people. Everyone will know the absolute truth as to how the Lord views each person on earth and what things are of God or not. So, it does not bother or concern me that these sources have imperfect knowledge. I do not claim that gift for myself—how could I hold that claim of perfect knowledge against other people? So, I want people to understand that.

And so, who are these three Christian men and what do they have to offer to us?

The first gentleman is Steve Quayle (https://www.stevequayle.com), who is a Christian businessman. Although he receives visions and prophetic words of knowledge from the Lord, he does not hold himself out as a prophet or preacher of the Lord. He recognizes himself as simply a Christian businessman who has been faithfully following the Lord ever since the Lord saved him from death over 30 years ago and was given an extensive apocalyptic vision of End Times events, which are playing out today as we speak. He is truly the world's authoritative expert on the passage of Genesis, Chapter 6, which I truly believe is the reason why the Lord led me to his work so I can consider it for my research into the Battle of Armageddon. Steve is the ultimate expert when it comes to knowledge about the antediluvian world (what the world was like before the Great Flood of Noah's age). He is THE expert on the truth about giants, fallen angels, and aliens, as well as many aspects of satan's plans concerning the Tribulation, which is important to consider because the past always repeats itself. I truly believe that satan plans to bring back to the earth all the horrors that happened in the antediluvian world and even greater ones during the Great Tribulation—reign of the antichrist—which will result in the Battle of Armageddon—which consists of the invasion of the earth by demonic aliens (which was revealed to me in January 2017).

Which I do realize is a very hard concept to accept—that there even exist demonic aliens, as well as other creatures of hell. But for those who believe in the Book of Truth given to 7th messenger, Maria Divine Mercy, I want you to recall that in those heavenly messages, the antichrist comes to reign in the Catholic Church, because he stops the nuclear war that takes place on earth, which gains him great notoriety as the world's peace-maker. Now, ask yourself this question, why does satan want the nuclear war to be stopped on earth? If the nuclear war will be so catastrophic in mankind's imagination, why would satan want to stop such a war by means of the antichrist if it will result in much of mankind being killed? I tell you, dear brothers and sisters, that it is because satan has something planned for all of mankind that is even more horrific
than a nuclear war, which is something that he can only enact by means of the antichrist gaining control of the Catholic Church. Which, someday, I hope to explain more fully in future commentaries.

Also, I want to share with you all, dear brothers and sisters, that there is a real reason why President Donald Trump created a fifth branch of the U.S. Military—the Space Force. President Trump may not have come out yet with an alien disclosure to the American people, but demonic aliens do exist, as well as exotic technologies that are known to NASA, the U.S. Military, as well as known covertly by other governments in the world. Believe me, NASA may seem like they are outdated still using shuttles from 1980s technology and other “antiquated” knowledge. Yet, today, Big Brother Tech is advancing quickly taking over our world with modern technology and computers to bring in the “mark of the beast” (physical microchip) among the people. Just ask yourself, how could Big Tech be so advanced in so many ways, while NASA on the other hand, be so outdated in their technology in our, otherwise, so modern and sophisticated world? They are not—it is all a facade to keep the vast majority of Americans (and the rest of the people in the world) ignorant of what NASA is truly doing and is capable of achieving behind the scenes. Exotic technology is known covertly to NASA, Russia, China, etc. Ponder it and research it yourself. (https://www.ufos.news)

And so, having said all that, I want to share some of Steve Quayle's works, which I think that blog followers will appreciate. Firstly, I want to recommend three documentaries (two hours each) that Steve produced, which are wonderfully done and very informative. Watching the three documentaries quickly brought me up to speed on Steve's work, which is very extensive in the subject matter that I am researching. Here are the three documentaries (https://gensix.com/true-legends-films), which can viewed online on VIMEO for a small cost each:
True Legends, Episode 1: Technology of the Fallen
https://vimeo.com/ondemand/technologyofthefallen

Official Summary: In Episode 1, Timothy Alberino and the GenSix Productions film crew head to the High Plain (“Altiplano”) of Peru and Bolivia on the shores of legendary Lake Titicaca to investigate some of the most compelling evidence on the planet of fallen angels and their giant hybrid offspring in the antediluvian past. This full length feature film includes cutting edge research that uncovers and publishes, for the first time, historical documentation which proves beyond a shadow of doubt that colossal giants once roamed the lands of Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia; as well as reveals never before seen mind-blowing geoglyphs engraved on the surface of the earth and stretching for hundreds of miles over the Altiplano. Join the crew as they examine the megalithic mysteries of Tiwanaku and confirm that both the Inca and the Spanish chroniclers were well aware of who built Puma Punku, and when. The expedition culminates at the ominous gate of Aramu Muru, where the film crew camps out to determine whether or not this alleged ancient stargate is just a myth, or an authentic, active portal to another dimension.

Note (By a soul): I was astonished when viewing this first episode by all the archaeological evidence for giants existing in previous ages. I found the historical evidence to be very credible and the documentary was very well-presented.

True Legends, Episode 2: The Unholy See
https://vimeo.com/ondemand/theunholysee

Official Summary: Are the forbidden secrets of the prehistoric past linked to the forthcoming events of the prophetic future? Is there a hidden hand confiscating and concealing artifacts relating to the world before the Flood of Noah and the hybrid entities that inhabited it? Are living giants still walking the earth today? Is the Vatican
preparing for the arrival of “alien saviors”? In this fast-paced episode, Steve Quayle, Timothy Alberino and Tom Horn unveil the surprising answers to these compelling questions.

This full length feature film is packed with explosive content, including: testimony from an active duty pilot who handled and transported the body of a dead giant killed by U.S. Military operatives in the caves of Afghanistan; evidence of a vast subterranean world hidden beneath the surface of the earth; further proof that the megaliths belonged to the Pre-Flood Age; never-before revealed information concerning Zecharia Sitchin and the Anunnaki; and the unmasking of the Church of Rome, and the Vatican’s secret plan to resurrect the Golden Age and welcome from heaven the return of the ancient gods.

From Cusco, Peru; to Rome, Italy; to the island of Malta; join Timothy Alberino and the GenSix Production crew as they follow the path of a conspiracy that gives credence to the old adage... all roads lead to Rome!

**Note (By a soul):** I watched this film and, as a devout Catholic, I was not offended by the material presented, especially, if you believe in the Book of Truth (Maria Divine Mercy); and understand today, that there are “Two Churches” within the Roman Catholic Church. The True Church is the Remnant Faithful who are faithful to the True Magisterium whose teachings can be traced down the two thousand years to Our Lord, Jesus Christ, the Twelve Apostles, and early Christian Church. While the false Church has been building up for centuries by nefarious, evil men until today, which we are openly witnessing elements of the Vatican attempting to lead faithful Catholics astray. With that concept always in my mind, this film and its conclusions were easy to accept as part of the false Church's agenda under those who are being lead by lucifer to collapse the visible Church causing the Faithful to go “underground”, while the antichrist seizes control as the visible head.
True Legends, Episode 3: The Holocaust of Giants
(https://vimeo.com/ondemand/holocaustofgiants)

Official Summary: An ancient conspiracy has been quietly burgeoning behind the bustle of the modern world. From the mounds of America, to the megalithic ruins on the island of Sardinia in the Mediterranean Sea, the desiccated bones of dead giants are being systematically disentombed and secreted away to clandestine vaults for apocalyptic purposes. While occultists are attempting to harness the arcane necromancy of the Canaanites, genetic engineers are working feverishly to reconstitute the genomes of the giants, and resurrect the dreaded race of Rephaim in the earth.

In this explosive episode, Steve Quayle, Timothy Alberino, and Tom Horn pick up the trail of the Anasazi Indians in the Desert Southwest of the United States. Their groundbreaking investigation reveals a dark and gruesome secret concerning the sudden annihilation of this mysterious tribe, and a cover-up of gigantic proportions. What they discover will demand the re-writing of American history!

Join Timothy Alberino as he explores the enigmatic island of Sardinia in the Western Mediterranean Sea where the skeletal remains of giants are still being extracted from the tens of thousands of megalithic towers and tombs all over the island, and hear the jaw-dropping testimony of those who were hired by the government to dig them out. Discover why Sardinia was ground-zero for the man-eating Canaanite giants that ravished the Promised Land before their expulsion by “Joshua the Robber”.

Note (By a soul): My dear brothers and sisters, I have to say that it has to take much to make me afraid. Normally, I am not afraid of anything—not because I am courageous or heroic or anything like that. But, because I trust in Papa God and the Bible verse, “perfect love casts out fear”, has been my guiding principle ever since I returned to the Catholicism in 2003. So, as I have grown in my faith, I have grown in love of God, which has resulted in me having much trust in God and His Provision for my future. So, even with the pandemic happening, I am not afraid and I have peace over what is happening in the world. However, I must say, that I experienced some fear when viewing some parts of first two documentaries and especially, in parts of this third documentary. Why? Because these documentaries are about Truth—the real Truth and attests to a level of evil that I never knew satan was capable of. So, if you choose to watch any of these documentaries, I want you to prepare your hearts, because you will be exposed to the Truth of how really evil satan is and what he plans to bring to our world during the Great Tribulation. It is one thing to read about his evil mind; it is quite another to see in film what his evil mind is capable of. As the saying goes, a picture is worth a thousand words, and so, because these are documentaries are visual and auditory, they engage your mind in a way that simple words on a page of a book cannot. However, I do believe that they are worth watching because as the Lord says in Sacred
Scripture—*My people perish for lack of knowledge.*

* * *

The final work that I want to recommend of Steve Quayle is actually a book that was not written by him, but by a writer/journalist who interviewed him about the extensive vision that Our Lord gave Steve over thirty years ago about the End Times. The book is called, “The Holdings & Quayle Interviews: Midnight Strikes, Judgment Unleashed”, 420 Pages ([https://www.safetrek.com/product/midnight-strikes](https://www.safetrek.com/product/midnight-strikes)). The book was newly published in February 2020; and although it is a bit pricey (like the cost of a textbook), I am reading through it now and, if you truly want to understand many aspects of the Tribulation and how events unfolds, this book certainly covers much of it. So, I want to recommend it to everyone as a good source of Christian prophecy. Also, it is not available through Amazon or other booksellers. It can only be ordered through the link above, to Steve's online bookstore.

Also, I should mention two other works of Steve, which you may see on his official website. This upcoming May 15-17th, 2020, is the very last True Legends Conference titled, “Ancient Cataclysms and Coming Catastrophes” ([https://gensix.com/store/2020-ls-vod](https://gensix.com/store/2020-ls-vod)). It is a Live-Streaming (Online)-only event and will be a “gathering [of] an unprecedented lineup of speakers to... prepare God’s people for the climactic finale to the greatest story ever told”. So, if you are interested in this subject matter, attending the online conference might benefit you. If you register, you also get access to watch last year's conference which was all about aliens and exotic technology. However, with both conferences, you do have to use your gift of discernment, because these are all Christian (non-Catholic) speakers so they may present things that are not aligned with our understanding of our Catholic faith or even Catholic prophecy. For example, I attended online last year's conference and some remarks were made about the Marian apparitions at Fatima, Portugal, which I totally disagreed with. So, you do have to take everything presented with a grain of salt.
And the second work of Steve that you might see on his official website is his **Q-Files** ([https://www.qfiles.tv](https://www.qfiles.tv)), which I have a subscription. Steve gives three online presentations (private videos) a week and I find them very informative (I have been learning a lot about the coronavirus among other things). Again, Steve presents from a Christian (non-Catholic) view, but I find him to be a very honest man and I welcome his thoughts on End Times matters. If you sign up, you are given a free 3-day trial, so if his videos are not to your liking, you can cancel with no penalty.

* * *

The second gentleman that the Lord led me to is **Russ Dizdar** ([http://russdizdar.com](http://russdizdar.com)). Russ is a Christian minister with an extensive deliverance ministry. However, I am only familiar with his book, “**The Black Awakening: Rise of the Satanic Super Soldiers and the Coming Chaos**”, 660 pages ([http://www.theblackawakening.com](http://www.theblackawakening.com)), so that is the only work that I can recommend at this time. This is also a book that I have not finished reading (I am in the middle of various projects), but as I was reading it, I had an “eureka” moment when I realized the coming chaos that satan plans to bring to Earth after the 40 days of peace after the Great Warning (Illumination of Conscience) has happened.

As I read, it made me recall something that Father Michel Rodrigue of Canada said in one of his online radio interviews. Father Michel has said that after the Warning has happened, for 40 days, God and the holy angels will keep satan and his fallen angels from interfering with the free-will of every person on Earth. In other words, every person, including the most desperate and lost of souls will have the chance to make a free-will decision to turn back to God. Then, after the 40 days have passed, satan will be allowed to return and he will attempt to control people with a very strong, hypnotic presence in the world.

Well, *my dear brothers and sisters*, as I read the Russ' book, I realized that hypnotic presence that satan will use is described in its pages, as satan's army—his “super soldiers” will be hypnotized and will arise from the general public to bring about chaos in the streets simultaneously in the world so that world war will result and create the environment for the rise of the antichrist.

To be honest, I wish that I had finished this book, so I can give a more thorough review of its contents, but the book is full of much truth that I want to share it with others, so people can realize what satan has planned. However, I have to say, that the book is not for the “faint of heart”. If you do not have a strong faith in God, its contents can be scary because it is true and factual about what is happening in the world and will happen as the Tribulation progresses. Reading about how evil satan is, well, that is probably
why, I have not been able to finish the book yet—because it is a lot to absorb and I can only handle so much knowledge of evil at a time. But again, the Lord says, My people perish for lack of knowledge... So, I am reading not only for myself, but to help all of you through this blog, MaryRefugeOfSouls. But, because it is physically impossible to share everything that I know and I am learning about the End Times, I hope that many of you will educate yourselves so you can help others now and in the future. So, I recommend Russ Dizdar and his book although it may be a tough read for some.

(Note: Russ Disdar is one of the respected speakers for the True Legends virtual conference that will take place in May 2020, hosted by Steve Quayle. So, if you are interested in this subject matter, you should consider attending virtually).

* * *

Now, the third gentleman that I was led to by the Lord involves a little personal story. Back in December 2019, I was talking to a chosen Catholic messenger about some of his heavenly messages which refer to Planet X. So, my friend shared with me several things (facts) that Papa God had told him about Planet X and the End Times from different conversations that he had over the years with Papa. And of course, being me, this is information that I wanted to share with you all on this blog, MaryRefugeOfSouls, but because I had no heavenly messages nor a reliable website to refer to, I had nothing to offer at that moment on the blog. Because, to be honest, there are so much misinformation on the internet about Planet X, I knew that only God could help me on finding a credible source to use. So, I prayed for the Blessed Mother's help and set this task aside as one of the projects that I would come back to when and if my prayer was answered.

So, what happens? A month and a half passes, when a devoted blog follower reaches out to me about a video she had seen on YouTube about Planet X and she wanted to know if it was credible or not. So, I listened to part of the video while I was doing some other tasks on the blog. And as I was listening, certain facts that the Christian astronomer was saying during the interview jumped out at me. They were facts that my mystic friend had revealed to me about Planet X from Papa God. So, when I realized that the Lord was speaking to me through the YouTube interview—getting my attention—I decided to investigate the work of this Christian astronomer, which I am pleased to say, Papa answered my prayer on Planet X.

So, this third gentleman that I was led to by the Lord is named, Gill Broussard (https://www.youtube.com/user/Planet7X). Gill is a Christian astronomer, who originally, was a skeptic on Planet X and went about disproving its existence and ended up believing based on his extensive (and thorough) scientific research. Two documentaries have been produced based on his work that I want to recommend to you
The two documentaries are:

**Planet 7X: The Destroyer**

[https://vimeo.com/ondemand/planet7xthedeestroyer](https://vimeo.com/ondemand/planet7xthedeestroyer)

**Official Summary:** *The Fiery 'Red Dragon of Old,' Nibiru, Nemisis, Intruder, Planet X; it goes by a lot of names, but no one or their research has been able to comprehensively put together the facts about this elusive planetary body, until now. Amateur astronomer and independent researcher, Gill Broussard will challenge the denial of its existence. This documentary presentation attempts to scratch the surface and help connect the dots with Gill's years of gruling and immense research at its foundation. His calculations push the boundaries of the traditional scientific paradigms and will baffle the Biblical scholars and theologians. Planet 7X will have you looking up into the stars with new eyes.*

**Planet 7X: The Destroyer This Way Comes**

[https://vimeo.com/ondemand/planet7xthiswaycomes](https://vimeo.com/ondemand/planet7xthiswaycomes)
Official Summary: Independent producer, Reyn Mercuri, Co-Executive Founder from 5 Talent Entertainment, ventures off on his own to take on a personal quest to find out the truth if the infamous subject of Planet X is based on fact or fiction. His next installment to the Planet 7X journey will dive deeper into the research with Gill Broussard, his evidence and the 'Watchmen on the Wall,' in finding out if Planet X, 7X is truly a part of end times prophecy.

Note (By a soul): There are a few graphic images in the second documentary, which I was sensitive to, as I do not watch television/movies too much. But, the information in the second documentary is very important to receive and I do not want to discourage people from viewing it. Just know, that you might want to view it first, to see if it is something appropriate for your children and I covered myself with the Most Precious Blood of Jesus Christ when those images were shown on the screen.

Note (By a soul): Both documentaries I found compelling in the evidence of Planet X. One of the things that I learned is that Planet X has an orbit around the Sun in which it crosses the orbit of Earth about every 360 years or so—which can be traced by historical and Biblical events. Also, Planet X has seven moons, which collaborates with what my mystic friend revealed to me. Also, Gill's research shows that the next time that Planet X crosses the orbit of Earth, it will cross Earth's orbit twice—with a 3 and a half year gap of time between crosses. So, Gill believes those 3 ½ years will be the Great Tribulation on Earth. And this perfectly collaborates with what my mystic friend revealed me—that Planet X is the “comet” or “asteroid” that Catholics, who believe in modern prophecy, believe is the “second sun” that will take place on the day of the Great Warning (Illumination of Conscience) and will return later at the end of the Great Tribulation as the “Comet of Chastisement”, which will cause the Three Days of Darkness on Earth.

Finally, I want to share with you all that Planet X with its seven moons is massive. Based on Gill's research, it will first appear coming from the direction of the Sun in the Constellation of Sagittarius. When it first appears, Planet X will truly look like a “second sun” and we will see it visibly for about 40 days approaching us on Earth. However, my dear brothers and sisters, as Planet X comes closer—about 7 days out—people are going to start panicking when they realize that this is not simply a comet or asteroid but a gigantic planet. Then, 3 days out, as Planet X crosses between the Earth and the Moon—it is going to look so scary looking—truly, Planet X will look larger than the Moon in the sky—I get freaked out just imagining how big it will look. I cannot even imagine how all the people on Earth will be panicking before the Great Warning (Illumination of Conscience) takes place. And, of course, the gravitational pull of Planet X with its seven moons and the Earth and our Moon will be causing huge earthquakes and volcanoes erupting all over the place on planet Earth. Also, although I am uncertain,
there may be even the possibility of one or more of its seven moons colliding with Earth, because Planet X will be so near to us.

_Truly, Lord, have Mercy_ on us all and all the people who will read this commentary. Because just describing how massive Planet X gives me the shivers.

In conclusion, I hope that this commentary and all the sources that I have recommended to you all by these faithful Christian men will be useful to you and help you to understand and comprehend more fully the events that will be unfolding soon in these End Times. People may wonder why there are no “Catholic” sources for such information? Which, to be frank, I do not think that any of this information can be done under the auspices of the Catholic Church—especially as it is structured today. Because, truly, if people can find controversy with my writings and Catholic prophecy blog, as I said before, most Catholics and Christians will not be able to “stomach” the information that these brave Christian men have been entrusted by the Lord to give to us. I call them brave because to endure all the hardships through many years to answer the call the Lord has placed in their hearts for God's people to share this knowledge with us is courageous. These faithful men are brave because not only do they endure slander by people for their works, I am certain that they endure great spiritual warfare because their works are so vital to exposing satan's diabolical plans.

So, please pray for these fellow Christian men: **Steve Quayle, Russ Dizdar, and Gill Broussard**, so they will be protected by the Lord and fulfill their important missions.

Thank you, everyone, for considering this commentary. _God bless._

_I love you._
—_a soul_

**FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION:**

**IMPORTANT COMMENTARY – The Two Forbidden Intentions that Christians should NEVER pray to God – By a soul**

**Feast of God the Father and His Divine Will – Special Message – August 4, 2019 – “When Satan’s plans are revealed, you will be amazed at the intricacies of his plans”**
God the Father – “During these evil times, you must ask for the wisdom to see the ways Satan is attacking you – Many times his plots are so intricate, you cannot conceive of such evil” https://maryrefugeofsouls.com/2019/09/04/god-the-father-during-these-evil-times-you-must-ask-for-the-wisdom-to-see-the-ways-satan-is-attacking-you-many-times-his-plots-are-so-intricate-you-cannot-conceive-of-such-evil/